MISSION STATEMENT
Our Rainbow House is an Australian registered charity with focus on a community on the
outskirts of Lusaka, the capital city of Zambia.
It is based in Emerald, Central Queensland, with friends throughout Australia and beyond.
MISSION:
To support the people of this community in the care of their orphans and vulnerable
children.
VISION:
For all the children to enjoy good health, personal safety, adequate housing, a quality
education and an optimistic view of the future.
VALUES:
•
•
•
•
•

Partnership with local people who share our vision.
Respect for the privacy and culture of local people.
Empowerment of the community.
Transparency/ accountability of our operations.
Fostering Australian – Zambian friendship and respect.

OBJECTIVES (January 2016):
• To contribute to the education of the community's orphans & vulnerable children and
those who care for them.
•

To continue to operate a small primary school for very vulnerable children.

•

To make these school premises available outside of school hours for educational &
community purposes.

•

To support the continuing education of all those involved with the school.

•

To mentor local groups in their efforts to obtain good basic services in the areas of
waste disposal, water, electricity and government schools.

•

To appreciate all local involvement and encourage further local involvement – in
preparation for local autonomy.

•

To nurture the PGFA and encourage an expansion of its role.

•

To continue a search for suitable premises.

•

To regularly review communication with donors.

•

To carefully monitor the project and conduct annual reviews.

•

To develop long term succession planning and an emergency exit strategy.

Australian and Zambian Team
All committee and staff members report to the Director, Alison Ray and the Australian
Board.
Australian Board
Alison Ray
Director

Bernardine Frawley
Chairperson

Eva Hagstrom
Secretary/ Compliance Officer

Sandra Corfield
Treasurer

Suzie Duff
Student Sponsorship

Jennifer Farquhar
Board Member

Melita Corbin
Board Member

John Macpherson
Board Member

Australian Staff
Anita McKillop
Finance Manager

Michelle Goodwin
Administration Assistant

Tanya Staines
Administration Assistant

Alison Quiroz
Social Media
Auditor
Anthony Tang
Volunteer Management
Neil Peacey
Legal Advisor

Katrina Goldsworthy
Insurance

Sarah Challacombe
Accountant

Doug Core
HR/Payroll Officer

Pam Quinn
Newsletter Editor

Liz Connolly
Administration Assistant

Philipa Core
Handmade with Love Co-ordinator
Rotary Australia World Community Services (RAWCS)
John Cutler
Project Manager
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Zambian Staff

Mary Matandiko
Project Coordinator

Dean Mweemba
Teacher

Susan Mwanza
Teacher

Evelyn Banda
Teacher

Terence Shiwawo
Soccer Coach

Catherine Mukuka
Netball Coach

Mable Zulu
Cook

Rhoda Banda
Assistant Cook

Henry Mbewe
Facility Caretaker

Rabson Mfula
Facility Caretaker

Bernard Nakau
Facility Caretaker

Alfred Phiri
Facility Caretaker

Pascal Ngosa
Music Teacher
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Zambian Volunteers

Lovely Chongo
Caregiver

Christobel Phiri
Caregiver

Christeta Nhandu
Caregiver

Mary Tembo
Caregiver

Mwila Likaka
Teacher Aide

Moses
Study Group Tutor

Catherine Matawali
Reading

Ireen Wadada
Beadmaking

We also recognize our
Zambian Parents, Guardians
and Friends Association
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Australian Board 2018

From L-R: (top row) Melita Corbin, Jennifer Farquhar, Alison Ray,
(bottom row) Suzie Duff, Bernardine Frawley

Eva Hagstrom

Sandra Corfield

John Macpherson

Our Director, Alison, was born and raised in the Central Highlands of Queensland. On leaving
school, Alison began working for Stock and Station agents, where she worked for 11 years and
met her husband, Terry. With 3 sons, life was certainly busy, but Alison established and ran 3
successful businesses: a gift shop for 3 years, Emerald Boarding Kennels and Cattery for 23
years (which housed up to 150 animals!) and Emerald Homestay – a venture in which Alison
and Terry opened up their home in their usual hospitable style as a Bed and Breakfast.
Following a trip to Zambia in 2002 to meet her son’s sponsor child, Alison felt drawn to help the
people of the community she visited. Working tirelessly with a small group of friends and
volunteers, Alison founded Our Rainbow House charity.
Eva Hagstrom has experience as a high school teacher and in the administration of a family
business in Emerald.
Now retired and living in Brisbane, she has continued her involvement with Our Rainbow House
by email and conference call.
Melita was born in Winton and grew up in Longreach. She went to boarding school in Yeppoon
and then tried living on the coast for a couple of years but followed her calling back to the
country and has been in Emerald for 9 years now. She joined the local Lions and Girl Guide
groups not long after moving to town. In Lions she has held the roles of Bulletin Editor for 5
years, Assistant Secretary, 3rd VP (twice), and now 2nd VP - stepping up to 1st VP this year.
Melita was a Girl Guide leader for about 5 years in Emerald and was a Girl Guide for 12 years as
a child. She entered and won Sunflower Queen in 2010. Melita has been selling steel for over
10 years now and manages a steel company called Budget Steel. We welcome Melita to our
team this year!
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Suzie is the Student Sponsorship Co-ordinator and has been a Board Member of Our Rainbow
House since its inception in 2012. Having known Alison since moving to Emerald some time
ago, Suzie heard a lot about Our Rainbow House for a few years before getting involved with
the charity. She travelled to Africa with friends in 2012 and volunteered at the school for four
weeks and during that time she drew on her administration skills to help set up systems and a
Sponsorship Program for the students. It was during this first visit she met a student sharing
the same name and decided she had to be her sponsor.
She returned to the school in 2015 and 2016 and thoroughly enjoyed meeting up with all the
students and staff again. She has found it rewarding reconnecting with her sponsorship child
and seeing how she has grown into a beautiful healthy, bright and confident young lady and
knowing that she has contributed to this through her involvement with the school and
sponsorship.
Having grown up in rural Northern NSW and going to a one room, one teacher school located
33miles from the nearest town for a majority of her primary school education, Suzie has an
appreciation for how important it is to be able to receive an education without having to travel
too far every day. Our students are fortunate that they have 1 teacher per 2 classes where as
her teacher taught 6 classes in one room.
Not having children of her own, Suzie enjoys being able to provide an education to children in
need. She says “it has been very rewarding” and says that it is worth all the time and effort
that we as a team, along with all our members, sponsors and friends put into our charity”.
Jennifer - I spend my days working alongside teachers who inspire students and leadership
teams who equip them to that important work. I began my working life as a teacher and
although I have had many different roles in education, I will always be a teacher at heart. My
particular passion is for rural and remote education and closing the gap for our indigenous
communities. My most recent work has seen me working as Deputy Principal assisting in the
administration of a primary school, a Master Teacher working alongside teachers to improve
their practice. Currently, I am a Principal Education Officer working with schools to implement
the Australian Curriculum.
My heart for education is borne out of the work I am drawn and called to do - to serve others.
This is embodied in my belief system that each of us is gifted with something that we can share
with the world - no matter how big or small. It is my hope that the gifts I share with Our
Rainbow House will help them to fly.
In life away from work, my family is my priority. Husband Andrew and daughters, Jocelyn and
Anna are the treasures of my life, each of whom share my same passion for serving others.
They also keep me grounded, supported and laughing - a lot of laughing.
My life quote is, 'When you come to the edge of all you know you have two choices: look for
solid ground or trust that you will be given wings to fly!'

.

Bernardine Frawley is married, lives in Emerald with her much loved husband Bernie, and sons
Rogan and Tom. She operates her own business as a contractor in the fields of Finance and
Rural Business. Having a personal desire to do volunteer work for a charity, Bernardine became
involved with Our Rainbow House in October 2012, after reading and hearing about Alison Ray’s
amazing work.
In January 2013 she was appointed as Business Projects Officer and has since been appointed
to the Board as Chairperson. She has found her involvement with the energetic, caring and
devoted team at Our Rainbow House enjoyable, stimulating and rewarding. Bernardine plans to
continue seeing through the mission of educating these orphan and vulnerable children.
Sandra is the CEO of the Central Queensland Rural Division of General Practice and brings with
her much experience in management and finance as our Treasurer.
John Macpherson has a young family and lives in Emerald and is an active volunteer with other
community groups.
With a back ground in Governance and Compliance in the Mining Industry and a passion for
helping others, John will bring valuable skills to Our Rainbow House.
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

When I look back on the previous years’ reports, I feel as though I am repeating
myself, but I guess that is a good thing. Not too many changes and we are
“steady”.
THE SCHOOL
• Staff - The 2018 school year commenced with the same staff as last year. In
March, sadly, we had to dismiss Teacher Jannipher. Teacher Dean has taken
over her position and the students have adjusted well to his teaching
methods and disciplinary requirements. We also welcomed Project
Coordinator, Mary, to the team in early April.
• Student Sponsorship - All students are sponsored this year and we are
very grateful. Most of our sponsors have been with us since we first
introduced the program in 2012. Without this sponsorship, we would find it
very difficult in this economic climate to raise the funds to continue to
educate these children. They are now off the street and in our little school,
learning and striving to have a great future. We reiterate to our teachers the
importance of 100% attendance by the students because of this great
opportunity offered and with respect to the sponsors.
• Tour Group - In March, we were delighted to have an Australian tour come
to visit our School, under the leadership of our sponsor Matt Collins of
Tourica Tours, Melbourne. It was such a pleasure to welcome this group as
they loved the visit very much and we so enjoyed having them. Rick and
Noni McDougall, sponsors of Inglewood; Brian Hunt from our Rotary Sponsor
Club, Toowoomba Garden City with his wife Narelle; Marion Collins, student
sponsor and Afternoon Tea Event Coordinator Extraordinaire from
Rockhampton, all had a great time.
• Visitors visit from
along her
them!!!!!!

Whilst this tour was at our school, we were so
Australian singer/songwriter, Kasey Chambers
Mother, Di. What extraordinary guests and
Kasey donated a guitar to the school that she
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years and it was made by a special friend, who passed away last year. This
guitar will always remain the property of Our Rainbow House School and will
be deeply treasured.
• Uniforms - Matthew Flinders Anglican College, Buderim and Peter Taylor’s
Sewing Centre, Emerald, continue to support us greatly with uniforms for the
students and staff. The Rockhampton Girls’ Grammar School provided us
with wonderful, warm tracksuits. How can we ever thank these amazing
Schools and Peter and Lissy. Thank you does seem so weak.
• GBFS - is making good progress under the guidance of Teacher Evelyn.
GBFS, Brisbane, has chosen our charity to be their sponsored group for
2018. We are so grateful for this sponsorship.
• Sixth Birthday Celebrations - were low-key in Zambia this year because of
the economic climate and we celebrated in Emerald with a Morning Tea. Our
Volunteer Accountant, Sarah Challacombe from Codence Accounting attended
along with Greg Twist, Cameron Heath and Riley from our Bank, Westpac,
Emerald, as well as sponsors, supporters and friends. The school started on
the 7th May 2012 and we had the official opening on the 20th July, 2012.
• School Nurse - We decided that the need for a visiting Nurse was not
necessary as it was time-consuming and an interruption to classes. We have
a good working relationship with the local clinic, so any student who is in
need, is directed immediately there. Matt Collins, the sponsor of Nurse Carol,
has still made a commitment to the cost of this sponsorship and transferred
it to other necessities.
• Holiday Mealie Meal - The Guardians continue to clean the School, inside
and out, at the end of each term, in appreciation for the mealie-meal handed
to the families at holiday time.
• Study Group – The secondary students meet at the school to study after
school supervised by Volunteer Moses. This has proved to be of great benefit
to the Grade Nine students and their friends as their reports have all
improved greatly since the introduction of these Night Classes.
• Adult Literacy Classes - are well-attended. All students are making good
progress. We are proud to offer this and by the comments on our Facebook
page, so many appreciate what we are doing for the people in the community
as well as the School.
• Parents, Guardians and Friends Association Meetings - are also well
attended. We thank these people for their time in coming to the meetings as
peace-work is also high on their priority list to take care of their families. We
respect their time.
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• Spectacles - kindly donated by George Skoufis, Sydney, are still held in
stock for distribution when needed.
• KWME (KANGAROO WASTE MANAGEMENT ENTERPRISES) – This
dedicated group has had many challenges and unfortunately, with lack of
Members and Volunteers both in Australia and Zambia, it is an aspect of the
Charity that I feel is “neglected”, It would be so good to give this group
more support and therefore eradicate the rubbish in the compound to make it
a much healthier place for our families to live in. Already, as I write, new
cases of cholera have been reported.
• ZAMBIAN BOARD – After six attempts to form a group of volunteers in
Zambia to give us support with the School, no luck! I have handed this over
to Matt Collins as Matt visits Africa frequently and will pursue this on his next
visit. We will support Matt in whatever way we can.
• ACFID Membership was achieved last year and we are grateful to “have
them on the other end of the line” when compliance matters arise. Thank
you to Paul Brunton, Sophie Seck and the Team for being there for us. We
feel empowered to have this wonderful support. They are always so efficient
and very quick to respond to our requests.
FUNDRAISING AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Due to lower member numbers and lack of volunteers, the down-turn in the local
community, as well as the ongoing drought, it has been very difficult to fundraise
for Africa in our local Community when there are so many local Australian Charities
in need of funds.
Our Rainbow House School recognised the following significant days
• Zambian Independence Day
• World Teacher’s Day
• World Aids Day
• HANDMADE WITH LOVE - Philipa Core took on the Role as Convenor of
Handmade with Love. Philipa has kept up with fundraising and this aspect
continues to sponsor three students at the school as well as pays the freight
of uniforms over to Zambia.
• CAR RAFFLE - After much talk about fundraising and how we can do it, we
decided to hold a Car Raffle with the prize to be drawn on Melbourne Cup
2018. This will mean a lot of work and dedication from member volunteers.
• AFTERNOON TEA - Marion Collins had yet another successful Afternoon Tea
– this year themed “Out of Africa”. It was wonderful. Thank you to Marion
and her dedicated team. Thank you also to Mr. Rod Peckett and the
Grammar Global Students for working throughout the afternoon. We could
not have done it without them.
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AUSTRALIAN VOLUNTEERS/VISITORS TO THE SCHOOL THIS YEAR
• Our Project Co-ordinator, Katoba Chisala, left our employ to pursue further
studies so Pam Quinn, our Newsletter Editor and sponsor filled in until a
suitable person was found to take Katoba’s place. Pam spent 5 weeks at the
school in February/March and excelled in all aspects of her duties which
included Project Management, assisting in the classrooms, working with the
staff and students and generally doing whatever was required of her whilst
she was there.
• I had the pleasure of being there with Pam for a “cross-over” week.
• As mentioned, Matt Collins brought a group of tourists in March and they all
loved it very much.
• Kasey Chambers and her Mother, Di, also visited at this time and Kasey soon
after, became our Ambassador.
• May saw our Handmade with Love Ladies, Philipa and Peggy go to the school
with their sewing, singing, musical instrument and religious instruction skills.
• In June, our two Mackay volunteers, Jan Bell and Denise Randell, excelled in
all aspects of their expertise for the third time to the school. They offer so
much to our school and we are very grateful.
THE TERRY RAY SCHOLARSHIP
• When the sponsorship of Nurse Carol ceased after deciding her duties were
no longer essential, Matt Collins came up with the idea that we have our own
Our Rainbow House Scholarship. Together with other sponsors, they decided
to name this Scholarship after my husband, Terry. Please note this was all
done unbeknown to me. I must say that I was overwhelmed with the name
as Terry Ray does do an enormous amount in his own way for Our Rainbow
House and supports each one of us.
• A committee has been formed to interview the students who have applied.
The announcement will be made in November/December.
KUTCHETEKELA FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
• Two of our students, Cephas and Jonathon have made it into the final round
of interviews. Fifteen students were in this round of interviews and this will
also be announced in November. In 2016, our Grade 7 student, Blessings,
was successful and is enjoying being a boarder at Pestalozzi Education
Centre. He is most grateful for this wonderful opportunity.
AUSTRALIAN OFFICE STAFF MEMBERS
• To run the office efficiently, we most certainly need the assistance of Michelle
Goodwin
(Administration
Officer)
and
Anita
McKillop
(Financial
Administration). These two ladies hit the ground running and work tirelessly
each week, often working through lunch-hours, to keep everything up to
date. It would be wonderful to find a sponsor for these wages as it is very
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hard to keep the fundraising going for the school as well as meet this
expense. I have no idea where we would be without this extra help. We
would not be able to keep the school going.
• It is good to have Tanya Staines still coming in to keep the school cash
entering up to date.
• Next year, we plan to visit a lot more schools to spread the word of Our
Rainbow House. This fell by the wayside a bit this year because of our workload.
• Liz Connolly has recently returned for 15 hours per week as a volunteer and
keeps her aspect of the Charity up to date.
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS:
• To Pam Quinn, who is such a delight to work with on the newsletter, thank
you. Every two months, you can be sure to receive this fantastic newsletter,
full of all the latest happenings. Pam goes over and above and we appreciate
all she does for the charity.
• Thank you to Mr. Robin McCosker again this year for his most generous
donation.
• We are absolutely overwhelmed by the response from our sponsors who give
to our programs and trust we are doing a good job. It is an honour that they
feel part of our school and helping these children who would otherwise be on
the streets with no education.
• Thank you to the board members who give of their time and expertise when
they do have full-time jobs, family commitments and so much in their lives –
we are blessed with such a team.
• To be partnered with Rockhampton Grammar Schools’ Grammar Global
Students is a privilege.
These students worked tirelessly at Marion’s
afternoon tea.
• To my husband, Terry, thank you for yet another year of incredible support
and trust. His generosity, kindness, love and support that he shows to the
board members, staff, sponsors, members and me, is second to none. What
an incredible person!Thank you, Terry. Should we mention Ticket-seller
Extraordinaire!!!!

Alison Ray
Director
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PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR REPORT 2018
Dear Members,
An amazing opportunity came my way this year!
I was privileged to join Our Rainbow House School as Project Coordinator. As a
teacher, I have had vast experience working in Government Schools, private and
Non-governmental organisations like LICEF and SOS Herman Gmeiner School. It’s
like a dream come true to be part of this giant family which works tirelessly to
make the lives of pupils and the community of Chainda become a reality.
On behalf of Our Rainbow House School, it’s privilege to highlight a few things that
are happening at the school.
The contribution of the sponsors of our students cannot be over emphasised
without whom all this would be impossible, including volunteers who find time to
come and share a lot of skills and knowledge to make the school what it is today
by providing physical, emotional and material support.
It’s an honour to report that the school continues to progress well this year with
the efforts of staff, caregivers, students and guardians who are always ready to
work hand in hand with the board and community.
Our students continue to enjoy good health because of the nutritional program and
supplements offered to them, including the Holiday Mealie Meal program which
ensures that pupils have food even during school holidays. Also, they are given
washing paste which helps our students to look smart and clean throughout the
term.
Our pupils enjoy sports through soccer and netball coached by vibrant coaches and
participating in different tournaments to interact with other peers. May I also
mention that the school came Second winning a trophy, in the inter-school sports
activities at which four schools participated.
I would like to mention that two of our members of staff are still pursuing studies
in colleges sponsored by the Australian Board.
May I recognise Kuchetekela Foundation who came on board to offer scholarships
to deserving students from year 8- 12.
I will be failing in my duties to thank the Australian Board Members, Members of
Our Rainbow House and volunteers for making this year successful and we are
looking forward to a fruitful year.

Mary Shita Matandiko
Project Co-ordinator
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STUDENT SPONSORSHIP REPORT 2018
Attendance levels have been a lot better this year which is good news. All of our
students were re-sponsored which was wonderful. The new students we enrolled last
year have done quite well, some have excelled where others are gradually finding their
way within the education system. They all enjoy coming to class and are making the
most of the opportunity given to them.
Our Grade 9 students have also done reasonably well, we were disappointed with their
end of year results last year which caused some concern as we have a responsibility to
our sponsors to make sure these students are making the most of the opportunity they
have been given. We decided to set up an evening study group at the school supervised
by Volunteer Moses which proved to be worthwhile as their grades improved in the first
term this year and have been reasonably consistent.
Our student Blessings who is at the Pestalozzi Private boarding school continues to do
well and making the most of the opportunity given to him. He has enjoyed visits from
our visiting volunteers during the year.
We currently have two Grade 7 students waiting on results of the Kucetekela
Scholarships interviews. They were fortunate to be selected into the top 20 students
which is a wonderful result and they are both very worthy recipients. It would be
wonderful if they were both chosen, we will keep our fingers crossed.
I am constantly overwhelmed by the generosity and support given to us by our Student
Sponsors, without their continued commitment this project would have survived.
Last, but not least, a big thank you to everyone involved with the running of the School.
A lot of hard work and some tears go into this school every day. It is truly appreciated.
Thank you

Suzie Duff
Student Sponsorship Co-ordinator
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Treasurer’s Report
The growth of the charity sector in Australia continues to outpace the growth in
CPI, representing the ongoing strength of the sector in our country. Unfortunately,
the micro-economic conditions in Central Queensland (where most of our
supporters are based) lag these trends, with residents remaining financially
cautious following the sudden economic decline experienced in recent history. As
towns continue to recover and the memories fade, CQ charities should start to see
increasing financial support.
The fundraising climate coupled with a distinct shortage of volunteer hours
available has resulted in a loss of $22,567.43 for the year. Much of this loss is
attributable to the 77% decrease in fundraising compared to FY16-17 and the
substantial increase (221%) in Australian wages. It should be noted that 55% of all
charitable income in Australia is spent on wages, which are necessary in achieving
an optimal outcome.
Based on the ACNC Australian Charities Report (2016), Our Rainbow House is one
of nearly 24,000 registered small charities in Australia. While this number accounts
for 67% of all charities, collectively small charities only share in 1.4% of all
charitable funds available.
The funding model for Our Rainbow House differs in comparison to other Australian
Charities. While there are some distinct advantages of relying on income from
sponsorship and donations, there may be opportunities in FY2018-19 to extend the
revenue capacity further through an increased focus on grants, fundraising and
membership.

While a treasurer’s primary role is dealing with finances, it is important to take a
step back and understand why this charity exists. The recently published
Goalkeepers report by the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation summarises the
advances that society has made towards achieving a world in which poverty does
not exist.
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Currently, more than 52% of Zambia’s population live in extreme poverty (less
than $1.90/day) and based on current humanitarian efforts, the poverty rate is
predicted to remain at this level until at least 2050. Given that 60% of Africa’s
population is under the age of 25, the only way to improve the situation is by
investing heavily in health and education.
“To continue improving the human condition, our most important priority is to help
create opportunities in Africa’s fastest-growing countries. This means investing in
young people.”
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Goalkeepers report 2018.
It is a credit to our management team, staff and members on the achievements
made to date in helping to achieve these ongoing global goals and I am sure next
year will be a successful one.

John Macpherson
Treasurer
Strong sponsorship support
provided most of the income in
2018.
Fundraising income was
significantly lower this year.

More than half of all expenditure
went directly to our school
program, including all Zambian
expenses budgeted directly in
Zambia and freight of uniforms
to the school.
The balance went to Australian
administration and compliance
including Australian staff wages,
insurances, government fees,
office supplies and audit fees.
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HANDMADE WITH LOVE REPORT

Philipa Core took over as co-ordinator of Handmade With Love after Peggy Pearl
stepped down. Emerald Patchwork and Quilting group have offered the use of their
rooms on a monthly basis free of charge (apart from the $3 per attendee charge).
This is great as the rooms are spacious and well-lit with lots of tables, chairs and
power points. It is also airconditioned. Sewing mornings will commence regularly
next year.
We have continued to sponsor 3 children this year as well as pay for other
expenses as required, notably the shipping costs of uniforms sent to the school
from Australia.
Stalls have been held throughout the year including Sunflower Festival Emerald
(Easter) Supanova Gold Coast, (April) Tickled Pink Markets Emerald (May) CQ Pet
Rescue Open Garden Emerald (May). As well we have our Etsy shop and continue
to attract sales via word of mouth, Facebook and Instagram. Our stalls are not only
a way we raise money, but we also engage with the passing traffic and share the
story of Our Rainbow House. Every sale includes a brochure on Our Rainbow House
and we hand them out to other interested people.
A big highlight this year was when Peggy and Philipa were able to travel to Zambia
and visit the school and spend 3 very busy weeks there teaching the arts side of
the curriculum, (sewing, plaiting, painting, knitting, crochet, looms, pattern
drafting) assisting with music, teaching Religion, sewing uniforms, assisting with
administrative tasks etc. It was lovely to get to know all the children but especially
the 3 that Handmade with Love sponsors and the little girl Doug and Philipa
sponsor.
Our produce bags (net bags designed to replace plastic bags for fruit and veggies)
have been very popular all year. We sell them in sets of 6 in their own pouches.
The pouches of folded shopping bags have also been good sellers – 5 bags, the
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same size and shape as the traditional plastic bags from the supermarket in a
pouch.
We have received several generous donations of fabric throughout the year, now
we need people to sew it for us and buy the finished products. We appreciate that
people think of us when they have fabric and notions to pass on and we rarely say
no so long as they are happy for us to pass on again things we can’t use.
We do appreciate the people who help us with our fundraising. People who sew or
craft for us, those who help set up and run the stalls, people who generously
support us and promote us, and who purchase our products.
We are on:
• Facebook - “Our Rainbow House Handmade with Love”
• Instagram - @handmadewithloveorh.
• Our Etsy shop is www.handmadewithlove.orh.etsy.com
Please follow, like and share us.

Philipa Core
Handmade with Love Co-ordinator
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Thankyou!
Through the support of many individuals, families, groups and organisations our
project has continued to grow. We thank everyone for their generosity in time,
donations and talents. Every little bit helps make such a difference in the lives of
everyone at Our Rainbow House School and we thank you from the bottom of our
hearts.

Information about how to make a complaint can be found at
www.ourrainbowhouse.org.au/contact/.
We welcome complaints and feedback that alert us to areas needing improvement.
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